MNRS Conference Abstract Publishing 2024

MNRS is pleased to Offer Conference Abstract Publishing for the 2024 Annual Research Conference!

**New for 2024** - MNRS is giving presenters for the 2024 Annual Research Conference the opportunity to publish their abstracts. **Abstract publishing is optional** for each author and will cost $25 (in addition to the initial submission fee). Instructions will be provided with acceptance notifications. Presenters will need to fill out an additional submission form to be published.

Conference abstracts will be published in a Supplement to the Western Journal of Nursing Research (WJNR), which is the official journal of MNRS. Access to the WJNR is free for members and can be accessed by logging into the MNRS Member Hub.

**The following abstracts may be published:**
All materials submitted and accepted for presentation at the 2024 MNRS Annual Research Conference have the opportunity to be published in WJNR, including:
- Guaranteed and Competitive RIIG Symposia
- Competitive Abstracts
- Student Posters

**The Details:**
- Abstract publishing is optional for each author.
- Publishing Cost is $25 per abstract. This is in addition to the initial submission fee.
- Abstract submission must be 250 words or less.
- Instructions provided with acceptance notification.
- Deadline to submit for an abstract publication is TBD.
- Publish dated TBD and will be after the 2024 conference.

**Example of abstracts published in a different journal:**
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1089253220924504

**Example of abstracts linked to the PubMed page:**

Papers, posters, or symposia (including individual papers) previously presented at an MNRS conference or previously published are not eligible. Following publication, authors may reuse their work with the sole requirements of full citation and link to the original publication online.

**Questions?** Please reach out to the MNRS Executive Office at info@mnrs.org.